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Data Visualization

When you are conducting experimental computer science research, like the work presented in the
two papers assigned for this module, it is often important to visualize the resulting data sets. In
this practical skills exercise, you will use the R programming language to produce a graph of a
sample data set. Before you take steps to complete this assignment, you should learn more about
a popular framework for data visualization in R by reviewing the electronic version of the book
“Lattice: Multivariate Data Visualization with R” by Deepayan Sarkar.

Once you have a basic understanding of data visualization with the Lattice package, you are
ready to complete an exercise based on the examples in the book “Data Mining with R: Learning
with Case Studies” by Luis Torgo. To get started, run the R language shell in your terminal window
by typing R. Now, type each of these commands in the R shell. What was the output?

1. install.packages(" DMwR" )

2. library(DMwR)

3. head(algae)

4. summary(algae)

5. library(lattice)

6. bwplot(size ~ a1, data=algae, ylab=" River Size" , xlab=" Algal A0" )

You should print out, sign, and submit the graph that results from running the above commands.
Next, you should either find or produce a new data set. Once you have identified your data set,
please use the R programming language to create at least one new visualization. What are the
strengths and weaknesses of this new graph? What R code did you write to produce it? Once you
have finished this graph, please also print and sign it and submit it.

If you would like to learn more about data visualization in R, then please visit these sites:

1. http://www.cookbook-r.com/

2. http://statmethods.net/

3. http://lmdvr.r-forge.r-project.org/

4. http://ggplot2.org/
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